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The turbines are each to be guaranteed to give a duty of Qot less than 80 per cent, by dynamometrical test, in a testing flume, or by similar test when driving their pumps at a rate to deliver four million gallons of water per 24 hours into the reservoir. *
The turbine cases, turbine and draft tubes, also the vertical feeder pipes of the vertical wheels and all the quarter-turns, are to be set in place In the power house being constructed in Austin, Texas, by the Board of Public Works of the city, and their materials and workmanship, and their trimmings and anchorages are to be of the best of their respective classes, to the full approval of the Engineer, and are to be guaranteed and maintained in perfect condition for the term of one year after their test and acceptance.
A general plan accompanying this specification shows the wheel pits, penstocks, feeder pipes and draft tubes, the floors of the power house and method of using the power. Full detail drawings of the turbines and their appendages are to be delivered to the Consulting Engineer and are to be subject to his approval in ail respects.                                       J. T. P.
164. Specification for the Installation of an Electric Lighting Station in a Small City. The following specification for an electric lighting station were prepared in the year 189,1, ^or tt R*nall city which required an
economical installation. They are given here, not for the purpose of being copied, but as an illustration of what was considered good practice at the time they were drawn. The gentleman who prepared these specification* him had a large experience in Electric Light installation, having been at one time manager of an Electric Works,, while at the name time being a mechanical engineer of thorough training and wide experience. The work wan to be erected under his own supervision and inspection, so that it was only necessary to make such a specification as would warrant him in demanding first-class materials and workmanship in the execution.
STATION PLANT.
Dynamo: The' dynamo shall be of constant potential alternating incandescent type, and to have a nominal or rated capacity of thirty to thirty-five kilo-watts, at one thousand to
*The author recommends that & bonus and iorlcimre condition ahould mccompjuay fuch a duty clause as this.

